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Owen Zhang’s Educational Speech

When I was in second grade, I was that dum-dum gum-gum type of guy since it was my

first time in New York and my learning skills were off the charts. Some may say I was illiterate

because of the slow change of pace in my learning life. There I was a person who didn't do much

work and as the introvert that I am, I couldn't make friends or even approach them. Once I

arrived in class I neither felt welcomed nor happy to be in that class due to them not being

welcoming or not feeling that I belonged there. I felt so left out and the only one that didn't

belong in the class. The learning experience changed with the fact that my Chinese was oof-ed

and reading, writing, and my head thinking were too much for my small brain cells at work. I felt

like an outcast that didn't belong in the class because I couldn't chat with them and They rarely

talked to me. Eyes peeling, nose bursting, and ear waxing: learning a new language is tough as

nails. I couldn't understand much and I kept getting pulled out of the class by the teacher due to

learning slowly and not getting help from my peers around me. Making new friends was a real

issue for me because I couldn't talk to them since I get sub-nervous whenever I try to talk to new

people. When I try talking to other people I always stop halfway and don't persuade them any

further. But when I met a friend magnet who was more outgoing and I always felt comfortable

around him. He was always reassuring and had normal conversations. He was my one and only

friend at PS2. From that day on I wanted to be like him, he was truly outgoing, and try to be but I



couldn't be or become him because I am my person, personality, and traits. Friends come a long

way and it won't hurt by talking to new people. You only live once you take this opportunity

because this chance will only come once since you will only be a child once and be that age

once.

The year went by like wildfire. Are you freaking kidding me here. First I was just settling in and

now you want me to go to another school and environment just because I moved to another place

to live I also have to change schools and begin a whole new chapter of setting now. Are you nuts,

oh my god I'm leaving my friends behind to make new friends AHHHHHH! This is just crazy

and it's only been less than a year since to settle in just to move again and settle in another place.

It was at the beginning of third grade when I felt like I had settled down in the new grade. But

unfortunately, that has come to an end where my transfer was inevitable and after I settled in I

was about to get unsettled in a new school. I am like whaa I don't wanna go because I started to

get settled down. Bruh everything I try to learn something new but all that I have learned from

the past year will be gone cause I am going to a new place and a new start. The thing I learned in

PS2 will carry on to my new school, but there was one thing I couldn’t do which was to make

new friends because I didn't have the confidence to start a normal conversation.

There I was in my new school PS1 and I couldn't make any friends at all when I was first

at the school and when I was introduced to the class. I was too nervous every single time I tried

to talk to people. It starts with me going halfway but stopping because my head and body

stopped me and I get worked up and overthink all of it. Therefore I always started with them

coming to me and asking if they wanted to be my friend because I couldn’t muster up the

confidence and courage and that's how it went. I don't want it to be one way because with this



happening I will forever be an introvert and never learned how to take risks to pass my inner and

outer fear. I couldn't usually start a conversation so I could never initial if I wanted to be their

friend or no intention. This happened when I was in third grade and going through fifth grade

where I couldn’t do anything at all. Starting in third grade I felt more welcome than I did when I

was in PS2, it felt heartwarming. At the same time, I felt welcomed. I saw someone that I like at

first sight and the worst part was I could never approach her because she was always with her

friends and I could never talk to new people in a group because I am too nervous and quiet about

that. After I was introduced I was in the best position because I got to sit next to her. I was “uh,

uh hi, ma ma my na name is a Owen i i it's a a na na nice to to to a me me meet you.” She was

relaxed and smiled “hi Owen, My name is Allison it is nice to meet you too!” Wow, and it was

very calm and collected for me. After that, I continued to talk to Allison and Cindy because those

2 people were my only friends at the time and we sat together. I could never talk to other people.

I was still so nervous talking to other people and I wasn't confident in my abilities to make new

friends. I was starting to get used to talking to them until another person came over to tell me to

stop talking to one of them because they said it was not a good idea to talk to them…

The teacher moved my seats around to meet new people. I met a few new people but this

time I was able to initiate the conversation and asked them to be my friend because I had help

from Allison and I was more confident in myself to make the conversation. I was able to learn

something while I got help from my friends and made new friends. You won’t learn anything if

you don't try first and take the risk yourself. Also, I learned that you can’t wait until other people

make their move first because I need to be active as well not just other people.

Once third grade was over I sadly had to repeat a grade due to my grades but I met new

people and I try to do what Allison has taught me and try to make new friends and go up to them.



Repeating a year my first friend in the repeated first year was Raymond. He was more of a

serious and chill type of guy who is very smart but I usually talk to him more often until I made

new other friends. I tried to talk to them whenever I can. I started making more friends and

understanding that Friends are a great blessing for the learning process.

This continued through 5th grade and I had a lot more friends when I needed help I

always asked them for help. I learned that the hard way but my learning experience changed

when I had friends because they will be there for you whenever you are in trouble and always

support you where such cases will come when you move to an unknown land and start fresh and

new. I finally started to understand that making friends and being confident in yourself is key to

making your learning experience worth you're wild. Time’s like these you would want to do what

you can because you only get one chance of being young.


